
QUESTIONNAIRE TO COMMISSIONER

Günther OETTINGER

On the transfer of portfolio for Budget & Human Resources

Questions from the Committee on Budgets

1. "Budget galaxy"What is your vision of the future evolution of the Union budget in the lightof the growing use of guarantees, financial instruments, trust funds andfacilities? How would you ensure that those instruments do notjeopardize the agreed policies and provide additionality? What measureswill you undertake in order to safeguard the unity and transparency ofthe budget and the prerogatives of the budgetary authority?
2. Implementation delays / Payment forecastMajor delays in the implementation of the 2014-2020 programmes led toa drop in payment needs in 2016 and 2017. This is worrying for theprogrammes itself, and risks the reconstitution of a backlog of unpaid billsat the end of the MFF term. What measures will you take to counter theunderimplementation trend? How do you plan to avoid the reconstitutionof a payment backlog at the end of the MFF period? After repeatedrequests, the Commission finally provided a payment forecast until 2020at the occasion of the MFF mid-term review/revision. Do you commit toupdate this payment forecast every year, so that the budgetary authorityis provided sufficient information to take the right decisions?
3. Preparation of the post-2020 MFFAccording to Art.25 of the MFF regulation, the Commission shall present aproposal for a new multiannual financial framework before 1st January2018:• With reference to the above, could you provide details as to theexpected timing of the presentation of Commission's legislativeproposal for the next MFF, as well as on whether and how do youenvisage engaging in a genuine and deep political dialogue withParliament on its contents?The first part of the current MFF clearly demonstrated the limits of the EUbudget and showed that, in its current form, is not suited to tackleunprecedented challenges:• What are, in your view, the lessons to be learned from the currentperiod in order to deliver a comprehensive reform for the post-2020period? What would be your proposals for a more agile, efficient andtransparent EU budget?
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In the framework of the current MFF revision, the Parliament alreadyoutlined a number of key priorities, such as adjustments to the durationof the MFF, a thorough reform of the own resources, a greater emphasison the unity of the budget and need for more flexibility:• What would be your concrete proposals in this sense?
4. Own resourcesThe European Parliament attaches great importance to the reform of thesystem of own resources of the EU budget. Which follow-up do you intendto ensure to the ideas and recommendations put forward in the finalreport of the HLGOR? In particular, what could in your view be the bestcandidates for new own resources and what would be the criteria forselecting them? When will you propose a new system of own resources?
5. EU budget implementation through financial instruments / EIB

financial activitiesECA Special Report 19/2016 on implementing the EU budget throughfinancial instruments and lessons to be learnt from the 2007-2013programmes pointed to particularly low disbursement rates for financialinstruments managed by the EIB group (43 % as compared to 60 % forthe instruments managed by other fund managers). How would youexplain this?The report also points to higher than expected implementation costs forfinancial instruments during 2007-2013. How precisely do you think theEIB can help improve cost effectiveness of EU budget implementationthrough financial instruments? Generally, could you describe yourpersonal vision of the specific role of the EIB, as the only bankincorporated through the treaties?
6. SimplificationIn the framework of the current MFF period, Member States faceincreased difficulties in consuming EU Funds, pushing the Commission topropose a revision of the Financial Regulation and of several otherregulations. One of the main objectives is simplification. However, theextreme complexity for beneficiaries to make use of those funds is one ofthe main problems the European Union has to face, in terms of budgetaryefficiency, credibility and image. This problem goes beyond the currentMFF period and is one of the key issues for the future MFF period. Whatwould be your concrete proposals in this sense?
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Questions from the Committee on Budgetary Control

Follow-up on the commitments taken by the Commission1. At the occasion of the public hearing held on 2 October 2014 by theCommittees on budget , budgetary control and legal affairs of theEuropean Parliament, Commission Vice-president-designate KristalinaGeorgieva  positively reacted to some concerns and questions voiced byCONT members in particular as regards the following issues: fulltransparency in the delivery of EU funds, the need to increase theresponsibilities of Member States in the implementation of the EU Budget,the improvement of OLAF performance and how to ensure a smoothrelationship with its Supervisory Committee, the fight against fraud,corruption and tax evasion and the support to the efforts made by theMember States to tackle the fight against organised  crime, Europeanadded value of EU public investments, the efficiency of EU agencies, howto better evaluate and report on the financial performance of the Union –including the follow-up, how best to control the compliance with financialrules and monitor the achievements of political goals, the use of NationalDeclarations, how to cut wasteful spending, the harmful effect ofEuropean investment in terms of relocation, how to shorten the responsetime of irregularities- improve and implement corrective measures, howto improve the Commission and Eurostat's verification of Member States'GNI data and the protection of Traditional Own Resources in terms offraud – especially regarding the informal/ grey economy. To which extenddoes Mr Oettinger intend to honour the commitments taken by hispredecessor?2. Vice-President Kristalina Georgieva started her work on Budget Focusedon Results (BFOR) in the beginning of her Vice-Presidency. The EuropeanParliament and especially the Committee on Budgetary Control hassupported her efforts strongly and has been looking forward to a movetowards a more performance-based use of EU’s budget. Do you think weneed more emphasis on performance and will you, as a Commissionerresponsible of EU’s budget, continue the efforts of Vice-PresidentGeorgieva to make concrete steps for Performance-based budgeting?
Reliability of the data communicated by the Member States3. The European Court of Auditors has remarked in several of their annualreports that there would be room for improvement in the accuracy of thedata that the Member States deliver to the Commission in regard sharedmanagement. Do you think that the Commission could do more toimprove this situation? How will you, as a Commissioner responsible forbudget, address this issue?
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Improvement of financial management in cohesion4. Commissioner, controlling Cohesion Policy expenditures should not belimited only to identifying and sanctioning irregularities. It should be usedfor collecting information about reasons for irregularities and also forcollecting data on where good practices are established. Thus, whatsolutions would you suggest, especially in cases of non-fraudulentirregularities, in order to control and implement cohesion policy funds?
Recent statements by Mr Oettinger5 On 26 October 2016, Commissioner Oettinger made a speech in Hamburg,in which he made explicitly or implicitly discriminatory remarks inrespect of Chinese, women and lgbti´s. The future portfolio will includeHuman Resources. Could the Commissioner explain how he is going togive a boost to diversity in respect of human resources, in particularrelating to ethnic minorities, women and lgbti´s and regain his credibilityin this respect?6. Anti-discrimination and equality are some of the core European values onwhich the European Union is founded. The European Commission needsto uphold and defend these values to ensure the credibility and legitimacyof the European Union as a whole that is throughout all its work, as wellas in its internal management and human resource policies. Theprotection of vulnerable groups against hatred, discrimination andviolence within the European Commission is key.How is the Commission intending to ensure in the future through the codeof conduct and what tools are in place for the Commission to sanctionCommissioners or staff that engage in racist or hate speech includinghomophobic and transphobic hate?How does the Commission intend to ensure that Commissioners andEuropean Commission staff uphold European values such as those in theCharter of Fundamental Rights?Will the Commission, when appointing the Commissioner responsible forHuman Resources, make a clear commitment to adopt internal staffpolicies for the European Commission that fully ensure non-discrimination based on all grounds set out in the EU treaties and caselaw, promote diversity, and in this way create a truly inclusive workplacefor everyone,  including LGBTI people?How does the European Commission intend to reform its internal staffpolicies to ensure fully inclusive workplaces for everyone, includingLGBTI people?7. Given the current context of intense negotiations with China includingseveral delicate and sensitive dossiers, do you consider the borderlinexenophobic comments directed at the Chinese negotiators by a European
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Commissioner to be a constructive contribution to the EU's negotiationposition?8. Did you send an official letter of apology to the Head of the ChineseMission to the EU concerning this incident and so, could CONT membershave sight of this document?
Relations with lobbies9. On 18 May 2016, Commissioner Oettinger flew in a private jet of KlausMangold, a German businessman and lobbyist, from Brussels to Budapest.Although the President of the Commission stated that the flight was not ameeting that fell under EU ethics and transparency rules, could theCommissioner explain how he sees this himself, especially since it isunlikely that any conversation during the two hours spent during the tripwith Mr. Mangold, were not related to the Commission´s work. Could youspecify the paragraph of the Code of Conduct which excludes joint travelswith unregistered lobbyists from the category of “meeting”? Also couldyou give us a comprehensive list of all the other interferences withlobbyists which are not regarded as “meeting” according to you? Whatsteps has the Commissioner taken to avoid the appearance of conflicts ofinterest in the future?10. Did you verify whether the cost of a flight on a private plane of a lobbyistfrom Brussels to Budapest would be in line with the standard giftallowance of 150€?11 Mr. Günther Oettinger travelled to Budapest on May 18th 2016 on theprivate jet of an unregistered lobbist, Mr. Klaus Mangold, to a conferenceon self-driving cars. The meeting and a travel with Mr Mangold was notpublished in his calendar.According to the Commission's spokesperson, Margaritis Schinas, Mr.Mangold is not involved in digital issues, therefore it is not a lobbymeeting. The Hungarian government claims that Mr. Mangold was askedto help to organise the conference on digital cars, which indicates hisinvolvement in Mr Oettinger's portfolio.Video footage and photos prove that Mr. Mangold and Mr. Oettingerattended together the conference on self-driving cars on 19th May at theTechnical University of Budapest.The Hungarian government claims that Mr. Mangold was asked to help toorganise the conference on digital cars. Why has the Commission deniedthis?The Hungarian government claims that Mr. Mangold was asked to help toorganise the conference on digital cars, which indicates his involvementin Mr Oettinger's portfolio. Is Mr. Mangold involvement in digital issues ornot?
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If Mr. Mangold is not involved in digital issues why did he attend ameeting with Mr. Orbán?What topics were discussed which required the presence of Mr. Mangold?Could you specify how the statement by Margaritis Schinas is in line withArticle 1 of the Commission Decision  of 25.11.2014 on the publication ofinformation on meetings held between Directors-General of theCommission and organisations or self-employed individuals (C(2014)9048)?How does Mr. Oettinger choose his travel companions who do not work inhis area?12. With more than 270 meetings with business representatives out of a totalof 336 lobby meetings since December 2014, Commissioner Oettinger isclearly leading the list of Commissioners meeting with industry lobbyorganisations. Less than 10% of the meetings so far have been with NGOs.How does Commissioner Oettinger intend to ensure balanced access todifferent stakeholder groups in his new position?13. The budget portfolio under former Commissioner Kristalina Georgievahas been the one portfolio which attracted so far the least lobbying interms of high-level meetings scheduled. In the past CommissionerOettinger has been famous for meeting lobby groups outside his portfolio(cf. meetings with VW around emission scandal). How does CommissionerOettinger intend to pursue in terms of external stakeholder meetings inhis new position?
Ethics and Integrity14. Commissioner Kristalina Georgieva has been also responsible formanaging the Human Resources of the European Commission, whichincluded the supervision of the Code of Conduct for EC officials. After therecent personal scandals (his speech in Hamburg on 26 October 2016, hisflight with a private jet of Klaus Mangold on 18 May 2016), canCommissioner Oettinger give reasoning as to why he is the best choice tolead the Commission on this area? What concrete measures doesCommissioner Oettinger plan to help improve the management of theethics and integrity of the Commission?
Olaf Director general - Conflict of interest15. Since the College of Commissioners decided to lift the OLAF Director-General's immunity, following a request by Belgian authorities in thecourse of an investigation linked to the "Dalli case", he has been facedwith a triple conflict of interest:1. While the College was in the process of deciding about lifting hisimmunity, the Director-General considered the possibility of openingOLAF investigations against Members of the Commission.
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2. Once the College had taken its decision to lift his immunity, theDirector-General took legal action against the Commission for analleged irregularity in the adoption of its decision, while at the sametime continuing to represent the Commission on policy matters relatedto his portfolio.3. After the lifting of his immunity had been confirmed, the Belgian publicprosecutor began investigating the Director-General's role in thecriminal case in question. However, at the same time, the publicprosecutor continues to serve as OLAF's, and thus the Director-General's, interlocutor for fighting fraud against the EU's financialinterests on Belgian territory.Do you agree that these conflicts of interest could damage both OLAF'sand the Commission's reputation? Will you, in your role as Vice-Presidentresponsible for OLAF, make sure that the OLAF Director-General beplaced on leave until the end of the investigation by the Belgianauthorities, and that a temporary substitute be appointed?
Former Portfolio16. Commissioner Oettinger, you have initiated numerous reforms in theposition of Commissioner for Digital Economy & Society, concerning dataprotection, online shopping, digitalisation, copyrights etc. Now is the timefor those initiatives to be well backed and defended in order to becomepart of the European legislation. Do you think that shift in portfolio wouldcreate uncertainty in the sector and might lead to failure?
EDF17. What is your attitude towards putting the EDF into the regular budget?
Protection of the EU financial interest18. What actions do you foresee in terms of protecting the EU financialinterests in order to preserve the thrust, image and integrity ofinvestments through the EU budget, especially in the Cohesion policy?
EU funding model(s)19. The Commission has recently agreed in the European Defence Action planthat Member States contributions will be discounted from the structuralfiscal effort expected to be accomplished by Member States and that thesame treatment will apply to guarantees to the extent that they have animpact on deficit and/or debt. What is your opinion about extending thisprinciple to other areas of spending with similar mechanisms ofcontribution from Member States? (i.e EFSI local and regionalinvestments, national financing of EU projects etc).
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20. Given that the EU funding model has essentially followed that of Germany,particularly after the introduction of the Euro and the stability pact, andgiven that from October 14th  2016 Germany has adopted a radicalchange in the model of German financing between the federal state andlanders in which the federal  state will finance, from 2020 to 2030, theLänder at a rate of more than 9 billion euros per year, how do you thinkthis change will influence the new financial perspectives of the EU?
MFF21. In September 2016 the Commission issued its communication on the mid-term review/revision of the Multiannual Financial Framework. Given thecurrent circumstances and the likely exit of the United Kingdom from theUnion what is your opinion about the necessity for a genuine revision ofthe MFF? Where should the focus be placed if and when the MFF isrevised?22. In 2017 the preparation for the new post 2020 MFF should begin.In this regard:- How do you see the place of the Cohesion Policy in the new framework –should it be increased or on the contrary?- Do you think that the implementation of the Cohesion Fund should beprolonged after 2020?- Do you consider the Connecting Europe Facility an effective tool for policyimplementation and how do you see its place in the future?- In the current programming period there was a heavy shift towards theuse of financial instruments for various Union policies and programmes.However initial results as well as the observations of the Court ofAuditors show that financial instruments are associated with slowdelivery and create further divergences among EU Member States andregions. What is your opinion on the future role of financial instrumentsin the Cohesion and other EU policies?23. How do you think that the TOR system must be changed in order toprovide greater independence and sustainability of EU finances?24. Since the recent Budget 2017 trialogue took place under the mandate ofanother Commissioner, could you please explain your position on it?What are your aspirations already for Budget 2018 and what is the placeof the Cohesion policy in it?25. The MFF revision is still a pending issue for the representatives of theEuropean Parliament. In the position of a Commissioner for budget andhuman resources will you put enough efforts to push an efficient mid-term review in short delay?
Brexit26. In the context of Brexit, what kind of staff reallocations do you envisageand how do you prepare to manage them?
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Questions from the Committee on Legal Affairs1. As Commissioner responsible for the Budget and Human Resources youwill have the ultimate responsibility for areas which directly affect thestaff of the Institutions: recruitment, working conditions, Europeanschools, to name but a few. In a context of shrinking demographic growth,the Institutions face more competition from other employers whenrecruiting staff. However, in order to be able to respond adequately andeffectively to the current and future challenges, the EU needs an efficientcivil service with highly qualified and multilingual men and women,drawn from among citizens of the Member States on the widest possiblegeographical basis.What will you do in respect of your predecessor’s strategy? In particular,what measures do you envisage taking in order to attract and retain ‘thebest and the brightest’? How will you contribute to developing a genuinecorporate talent management policy? How will you ensure that the humanresources allocation matches the Commission's priorities in order torationalise the Commission's ways of working? How will you promotegender equality in the recruitment process and throughout the careerpath? What is the current state of play in terms of ensuring genderequality among the staff of the Institutions? How will you contribute toachieving 40% of female senior and middle management in theCommission by the end of the mandate? The European Commission is in aunique position to lead by example as well as promoting these policiesthroughout the EU. What meaningful contribution do you intend to maketo ensure that gender equality is promoted in a horizontal manner beyondjust the Commission’s internal policies? What is your position regardingthe status and rights of the British staff members after the Brexit?2. What is your assessment of the Commission Decision C(2006) 1624/3 onthe European Commission policy on protecting the dignity of the personand preventing psychological harassment and sexual harassment? Did theDecision properly address the need to create and preserve a workingenvironment at the Commission in which any form of harassment isostracised? Beyond written policy, should the Commission and theCommissioner responsible for Human Resources set higher standards tohimself by personal behaviour, both in relation with staff as well as in thegeneral public?3. Article 298 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Unionprovides that in carrying out their missions, the institutions, bodies,offices and agencies of the Union shall have the support of an open,efficient and independent European administration. In 2004 andsubsequently in 2014 the Staff Regulations and Conditions ofEmployment underwent a profound reform. However, citizens expect notonly a high quality service in which the principles of integrity and legalityare respected, but also that these activities are carried out in a contextthat can provide the highest degree of transparency.
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In its resolutions of 15 January 2013 and 9 June 2016, Parliamentrequested the Commission to submit, on the basis of Article 298 TFEU, aproposal for a regulation on an open, efficient and independent Europeanadministration. It also carried out a study of the European Added Value ofa Law of the Administrative Procedure. Parliament is convinced that ruleson good administration promote transparency and accountability. Now itis more important than ever to enhance the Union's legitimacy andincrease the confidence of citizens in the Union's administration.  Webelieve that a regulation that enhances transparency as well as legalclarity regarding the procedures and obligations that the EUadministration has in relation to European citizens would achieve thataim. Very unfortunately, the Commission only showed reluctance andopposition to regulating the EU administration. This approach we do notunderstand. What are your views? What evidence would it take toconvince the Commission that it is high time to come up with theabovementioned regulation? Will you cooperate with Parliament to thatend?For citizens outside the EU administration seems like an Ivory tower. Inview of creating bridges and bringing the EU administration closer to thecitizens, would you envisage creating platforms, exchange programmes,information sessions in Member States?4. According to Article 11 of the Treaty on the European Union, ‘theEuropean Commission shall carry out broad consultations with partiesconcerned in order to ensure that the Union’s actions are coherent andtransparent’. And the institutions shall maintain an open, transparent andregular dialogue with representative associations and civil society.What will you do to better balance contributions received from corporatestakeholders with those received by civil society and individualcontributions? What will you do to improve the publication of meetingsand appointments with interest groups?5. As Commissioner for Budget and Human Resources you will have theresponsibility for working closely with the Commissioner for DigitalEconomy and Society to make the European Commission more open andeffective through a better use of digital technologies. How will you makesure that Commission resources are used to deliver on priorities,including the ISA2 programme and the Commission’s own Open SourceSoftware Strategy?6. What is your assessment on the current regulations with regards to theequal treatment of staff members regardless of sexual orientation andwhat contributions will you make to provide equal treatment toCommission staff members in particular those form the LGBTIcommunity?


